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Exceptional properties of graphene have triggered intensive research on other 2D materials. Surface
plasmon is another subject being actively explored for many applications. Herein we report a new class of
core-shell nanostructure in which the shell is made of a 2D material for effective plasmonic propagation. We
have designed a much enhanced chemical sensor made of plasmonic Agx@(2D-WO3) that combines above
advantages. Specifically, the sensor response increases from 38 for Agx-WO3 mixture to 217 for the Agx@
(2D-WO3) core-shell structure; response and recovery time are shortened considerably to 2 and 5 seconds;
and optimum sensor working temperature is lowered from 3706C to 3406C. Light irradiation is found to
increase the Agx@(2D-WO3) sensor response, particularly at blue wavelength where it resonates with the
absorption of Ag nanoparticles. Raman scattering shows significantly enhanced intensity for both the
2D-WO3 shell and surface adsorbates. Both the resonance sensor enhancement and the Raman suggest that
the improved sensor performance is due to nanoplasmonic mechanism. It is demonstrated that (1) 2D
material can be used as the shell component of a core-shell nanostructure, and (2) surface plasmon can
effectively boost sensor performance.

O
wing to its unique one-atom thick 2D structure, graphene has shown exceptional characteristics in
mechanical, thermal, electronic and optical properties1,2, demonstrating its potential to revolutionize
many applications ranging from teraherz frequency manipulation3, fuel cells4, supercapacitors5, highly

sensitive biosensors6,7, solar cells8 to various sensor and actuator applications9. These intriguing prospects have
triggered intensive research on graphene to expand to other 2D materials2,10 such as isolated monolayer atomic
crystals, MoS2, WS2, WO3, WSe2, other dichalcogenides and layered oxides, hexagonal boron nitride, etc. In fact,
it is expected that the research effort will reach the same intensity as that on graphene2.

There are few limited 2D oxides known so far including mono-layers of TiO2, MoO3, WO3, mica and a few
perovskite-like crystals11,12. As oxides, they are less susceptible to air but tend to partially lose oxygen at elevated
temperature and chemisorb organic compounds. In addition, these monoatomic-layer oxides often have
quantum effect enhanced characteristic such as lower dielectric constants, larger bandgap, charge density waves,
etc.13,14, likely leading to much better chemical sensor performance. As strong chemical bonds provide in-plane
stability, whereas much weaker van-der-Waals-like forces allow large spacing between layers, 2D crystals provide
enough room for gas molecules to enter into the spacing between layers for improved sensor sensitivity. WO3, a
wide bandgap semiconductor with its graphene-like 2D layered structure and good sensor response to a variety of
volatile compounds, is a perfect model oxide in this category.

Meanwhile, metal particles with nanometer dimension have shown many unprecedented attributes, such as
surface plasmon (SP), light-scattering, catalysis, biologic recognition, etc.15. Surface plasmons (SPs) are electro-
magnetic waves coupled to the collective oscillations of electrons in metal nanoparticles (NPs). Among well-
known plasmonic metal elements, including Au, Cu, Al and Li, Ag is considered the most important one for its
ability to support SPs across spectrum from 300 to 1200 nm16,17. In fact, its enhanced efficiencies have been
demonstrated for solar cells, surface-enhanced Raman scattering, fluorescence, plasmonic antennas and
circuitry16.

Consequently, Agx@WO3 nanostructure is of particular interest as (1) Agx nanoparticle (NP) would form an
effective core to provide strong localized surface plasmon (LSP) excited across visible spectrum16; (2) LSP can be
optimized by adjusting the Agx core diameter18; (3) WO3 is an excellent gas sensor material by itself; (4) Agx@
WO3 is expected to be a good Schottky junction sensor; (5) the well-known layered structure of WO3 at
nanometer thickness may provide quantum effect enhanced sensor performance; and (6) the combined structure
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of nano Agx core and the layered WO3 shell could lead to a new
generation of quantum effect enhanced gas sensors.

Here we report a new class of core-shell nanostructure (CSNS) in
which the shell is made of a 2D layered material for effective LSP
propagation. Using the concept, we have designed and fabricated a
much enhanced chemical sensor made of plasmonic Agx@(2D-
WO3) CSNS – a product combined advantages of both 2D-WO3

and LSP of Ag nanoparticle (NP). The sensor response increases
from 38, for the best sensor based on simple mixture of WO3 and
Ag NPs, to 217 for sensor based on Agx@(2D-WO3); under a weak
blue LED irradiation at only 17 mW/cm2, the Ag(25nm)@(2D-WO3)
based sensor response increases further to 408; response and recov-
ery time are shortened considerably to 2 and 5 seconds. Moreover,
optimum sensor working temperature is lowered from 370uC to
340uC. It is also found that white light irradiation at ,1 sun intensity
increases Agx@(2D-WO3) sensor response by more than 3 times
comparing to its dark measurement. Raman scattering of the
CSNS shows significantly enhanced intensity for both the 2D-WO3

shell and ethanol molecules adsorbed on it, suggesting that the
enhancement is due to nanoplasmonic mechanism. It shows that
2D material can be used as the shell component of a CSNS, and this
may represent a new class of material. Moreover, it also appears that
this is the first time for LSP being used to effectively boost chemical
sensor performance. It is expected that this may pave a way for
different combinations of nano metal core and 2D-semiconductor
shell materials and new LSP enhanced nano-devices.

Results
Fabrication of Agx@(2D-WO3) CSNS. Size-controlled Ag NPs with
diameter ranging from ,25 nm to ,60 nm, referenced by formula
Ag(diameter) as Ag(25nm) and Ag(60nm), were synthesized using a well-
developed method19. As illustrated in Supplementary Fig. S1a online,
the Ag NPs were dispersed into a Na2WO4 solution first, upon
adding HNO3, Agx@H2WO4 precipitate was formed. An extensive
high temperature treatment process was then used to remove water
from the precipitate to turn it into Agx@WO3 CSNS. For
comparison, nano Agx-WO3 mixture was prepared by simply
adding preformed WO3 powder into Ag NP colloid, separating,
cleaning, and drying using similar procedures.

X-Ray diffraction of pure WO3, Agx-WO3 mixture and Agx@(2D-
WO3) samples. Figure 1 shows X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns
between 22u , 25u of pure WO3, Agx-WO3 mixture and Agx@
(2D-WO3). Both pure WO3 and Agx-WO3 mixture each have
three well defined peaks at 2h 5 23.12u, 23.59u and 24.38u,
corresponding to (002), (020) and (200) diffractions of monoclinic

crystal structure with d spacing 0.385, 0.377 and 0.365 nm or
interlayer spacing 0.77, 0.76 and 0.73 nm respectively. However,
the Agx@(2D-WO3) core-shell samples each shows two sets of
diffraction peaks: the first set is identical to what observed from
the pure WO3 sample, in addition, each of the three main peaks
shows a clearly resolved shoulder peak on its left side, indicating
an additional phase with increased interlayer spacing. We attribute
the first set to pure WO3, and the second phase the layered WO3 in
the Agx@(2D-WO3) CSNS. When one side of the WO3 sheet bonds
to the spherical Ag core surface, it distorts the WO3 structure, leading
to the increased interlayer spacing. As the distortion would cause
somewhat irregularity, it is expected that FWHM of the XRD peak
would be broadened. Indeed, the (200) shoulder peak of the Agx@
(2D-WO3) CSNS is widened to FWHM 5 0.19 degrees, comparing
to FWHM 5 0.13 degrees for its main peak.

Microscopic characterization of Agx@(2D-WO3) CSNS. Trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM) of pure WO3, Agx@(2D-
WO3) and Agx-WO3 mixture samples revealed similar layered
WO3 structure, showing that the WO3 shell in the Agx@(2D-WO3)
CSNS indeed maintains its layered structure around the Agx core.
More specifically, Fig. 2a is a TEM image of an Ag(60nm)@(2D-WO3)
CSNS, both core and shell contours are clearly displayed. For
comparison, images of other samples are provided in the Supple-
mentary Fig. S5 online. Probably due to the spherical nature of the
Agx core structure, the layered WO3 shell structure was not resolved
at the same degree of resolution.

To better resolve the WO3 shell structure, the Ag(60nm)@(2D-
WO3) CSNS sample was cleaned using dilute ammonium solution.
TEM image (upper right inset) of the sample shows clearly resolved
layered structure. The spacing between adjacent layers is ,0.7–
1.2 nm. As it is significantly larger than the layer spacing in the
standard monoclinic WO3 structure20, we believe that it is related
to the secondary phase as observed in the XRD analysis. The lower
right inset shows the fringe spacing of 0.37 nm indexed to the (200)
planes of monoclinic WO3.

Figure 2b, c shows selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pat-
terns of the Ag(60nm) core and the WO3 shell. The former can be
indexed to face-centered-cubic crystal structure of Ag NP with sym-
metry Fm3m. The latter is assigned to the WO3 monoclinic crystal
with symmetry P21/n.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The Agx@(2D-WO3)
CSNS and simple Agx-WO3 mixture samples were analyzed using
XPS. In order to expose fresh Ag from the samples, an ion sputtering
process was used to clean them immediately before the XPS analysis.
Figure 3 shows the Ag 3d XPS of Agx@(2D-WO3) CSNS and Agx-
WO3 mixture. It is clear that while the Agx-WO3 mixture gives the
Ag 3d5/2 and Ag 3d3/2 peaks at 368.3 eV and 374.3 eV, the peaks of
Agx@(2D-WO3) CSNS shifted to 368.0 eV and 374.1 eV,
respectively. As free Ag sample has the Ag 3d peaks at 368.3 eV
and 374.3 eV21, no shift is found for the Agx-WO3 mixture.
However, there are significant downshifts for the Agx@(2D-WO3)
CSNS sample, indicating that there is an effective electron transfer
from the WO3 shell to the Ag core and in other words, the Schottcky
junction is formed at the Ag/WO3 interface in the CSNS, while there
is no obvious Schottcky junction in the Agx-WO3 mixture.

Chemical sensor fabrication and analysis. For device fabrication
(see Supplementary Fig. S1b online), a proper amount of sample
(WO3, Agx-WO3 mixture, or Agx@WO3) was ground with a few
drops of water in a quartz mortar to form slurry22. The slurry was
then coated onto a ceramic tube equipped with an Au terminal
incorporated with two Pt wire leads on each end. A resistive
heating wire coil, set in the center of the tube, was employed as a
heater to control sensing temperature. Sensor performance was
tested on a WS-30A gas sensitivity instrument23. The sensor

Figure 1 | XRD patterns of the pure WO3, Agx-WO3 mixture and
Ag(25nm)@(2D-WO3).
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response (S) is defined as Ra/Rg in reducing gas atmosphere, where
Ra and Rg are electrical resistance of the gas sensor in air and in
testing gas atmosphere, respectively. For the test, the sensor is heated
to desired temperature before Ra is measured in fresh air for 20
seconds. The test vapor is then introduced into the sensor test
chamber to measure Rg as a function of time for ,60 seconds. The
chamber is then opened to measure resistance until it recovers to the

initial value measured in fresh air. The response and recovery time
are defined as the time taken by the sensor to achieve 90% of the
entire resistance change for target gas adsorption and desorption,
respectively (Fig. 4).

Sensor results. The sensor response was measured with varied
alcohol vapor concentration at different working temperatures.
Figure 4 plots the results including sensor response, as well as
response and recovery curves (as insets) for sensors using pure
WO3, Agx-WO3 mixture, Ag(25nm)@(2D-WO3), Ag(35nm)@(2D-
WO3), Ag(45nm)@(2D-WO3) and Ag(60nm)@(2D-WO3) towards
100 ppm alcohol vapor. It is clear that sensors made of Agx@(2D-
WO3) CSNS show significantly better performance comparing to
those from pure WO3 and Agx NP-WO3 mixture. For two sensors
made of pure WO3 and the Agx NP-WO3 mixture, the optimum
sensor working temperature is 370uC. All other sensors based on
Agx@(2D-WO3) CSNS show lower optimum working temperature
340uC. Moreover, the first two sensors without core-shell structure
have significantly lower responses but longer response and recovery
time. Supplementary Table S1 online summarizes key sensor
performance parameters. It shows that all key sensor parameters
are poorer for sensors based on pure WO3 and the Agx NP-WO3

mixture, comparing to their core-shell Agx@(2D-WO3) counter-
parts. More specifically, they have the lowest sensor response (32
and 38 respectively), highest optimum sensor working temperature
(370uC), and longest response-recovery time. Apparently, the Agx@
(2D-WO3) CSNS improves all key sensor performance parameters.
For example, with the CSNS, the optimum working temperature was
lowered to 340uC; sensor response time was reduced to 2–4 seconds,
and recovery time to 5–7 seconds. The sensor made of Ag(25nm)@
(2D-WO3) gives the best overall performance: response increased by
,7 times to 217 comparing to pure WO3; optimum sensor working
temperature lowered to 340uC; and response and recovery time
shortened to 2 and 5 seconds.

Sensor response under illumination. We measured sensor response
as a function of illumination wavelength using LEDs emitting at
405 nm, 530 nm and 680 nm. For the tests, illumination intensity
at the sensor was attenuated to 17 mW/cm2 for all wavelengths.
Figure 5a shows the sensor response of a Ag(25nm)@(2D-WO3)
CSNS based sensor at their respective optimum sensor working
temperature for 100 ppm alcohol vapor. It shows that when
irradiated using a 405 nm blue LED, the sensor response increases
by 188% from 217 to 408, while the 530 nm and 680 nm LEDs
improve the sensor performance by only ,10%.

Figure 2 | TEM image and SAED pattern of pure WO3 and Ag(60nm)@
(2D-WO3) CSNS. (a), Ag(60nm)@(2D-WO3) CSNS with the core and the

shell clearly resolved. The upper right inset is HRTEM image of Ag(60nm)@

(2D-WO3) CSNS showing clearly resolved layered structure, and the lower

right inset shows the fringe spacing of 0.37 nm indexed to the (200) planes.

(b), SAED pattern of the Ag(60nm) core can be indexed to standard Ag FCC

crystal structure. (c), SAED pattern of the WO3 shell assigned to

monoclinic structure.

Figure 3 | XPS of Ag 3d spectra in Agx@(2D-WO3) CSNS and the simple
Agx-WO3 mixture.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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We also measured sensor response as a function of light illumina-
tion intensity using a xenon arc light source (150 W) attenuated
using neutral density filters. Figure 5b shows normalized response
for sensors based on Ag(25nm)@(2D-WO3) CSNS, Agx-WO3 mixture
and pure WO3, measured at their respective optimum sensor
working temperature for 100 ppm alcohol vapor under different
illumination ranging from darkness to ,1 sun intensity. For com-

parison, the response of the pure WO3 sensor measured at darkness
is defined as 1 and all others are scaled against it. For sensors based on
pure WO3 and the simple Agx-WO3 mixture, their responses
increase linearly with illumination intensity. However, the increases
are very limited. When light intensity increases from darkness to
87 mW/cm2, response of the pure WO3 sensor increases by only
,40%, and the one with simple Agx-WO3 mixture by ,60%. The

Figure 4 | Transient response at different temperatures for sensors using 100 ppm alcohol vapor exposure. The upper-right inset in each figure

shows corresponding response and recovery curves for the senor at its optimum working temperature. (a), pure WO3; (b), Agx-WO3 mixture;

(c), Ag(25nm)@(2D-WO3); (d), Ag(35nm)@(2D-WO3); (e), Ag(45nm)@(2D-WO3); (f), Ag(60nm)@(2D-WO3).

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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sensor made of Ag(25nm)@(2D-WO3) CSNS shows a much greater
dependence on light intensity. When measured at 87 mW/cm2, res-
ponse increases by ,308% comparing to its measurement in
darkness.

Discussion
It is not surprising to see WO3 in the Agx@(2D-WO3) CSNS adopted
its 2D layered structure. During our preparation, Agx@H2WO4 was
synthesized first; it was then heated at 180uC for 24 hours for it to
fully decompose into Agx@WO3. Upon another high temperature
heat treatment at 500uC for 2 hours, it is expected that the WO3 shell
would relax to its most stable 2D layered structure, allowing its inner
peripheral to bond to the Agx core.

It is known that oxygen vacancies in WO3 lattice structure act as
electron donors to provide electrons to its conduction band, making
WO3 an n-type semiconductor24 and the Ag/WO3 interface a
Schottky junction, as illustrated in Supplementary Fig. S3 online.
As the work function of n-type WO3 is smaller than that of Ag,
electrons transfer from WO3 to Ag in the Agx@(2D-WO3) CSNS,
resulting in an interfacial dipole layer25. The electrically polarized
potential at the interface further lowers work function of Ag, and
thus decreases barrier height25, leading to negatively charged Ag
surface and positively charged WO3 surface or depletion zone.
When the Agx@(2D-WO3) CSNS is exposed to air, it absorbs oxygen
and produces negatively charged oxygen species such as Od2, O2

d2,
etc. on its surface. As more electrons are depleted by absorbed oxygen
species, the electrical resistance of the sensor (Ra) is effectively
increased. On the contrary, when it is exposed to reducing atmo-
sphere like alcohol vapor, the electron depleted WO3 surface gains
electrons from the alcohol molecules, resulting in reduced electrical
resistance (Rg) and therefore enlarged (Ra/Rg), leading to enhanced
chemical sensor response (S 5 Ra/Rg).

Supplementary Fig. S4 online shows an energy band diagram for
the Schottky junction formed in the Agx@(2D-WO3) CSNS. The
negative XPS peak shifts for Ag 3d is caused by the electron transfer
from WO3 to Ag, forming wider electron depletion layer when the
sensor is exposed to air, leading to higher sensor resistance Ra. When
the sensor is exposed to reducing gas such as ethanol, electrons return
to WO3 conduction band due to the electron transfer between surface
oxygen species and the reducing gas, resulting in reduced barrier
height (WB) and sensor resistance Rg. The combination of higher
Ra and lower Rg would yield better gas sensor response as it is defined
as S 5 Ra/Rg.

Ag NPs act as nano antennas when they are excited by electro-
magnetic radiation16. In present case, our preparation process for the

Agx@(2D-WO3) CSNS warrants an intimate connection between the
WO3 shell and the Agx NP core. The Agx@(2D-WO3) based sensors
indeed give surprisingly higher responses. We attribute the improve-
ments to the unique combination of surface plasmonic effect of the
Agx NP core, the 2D layered structure of the WO3 shell, and a high
quality Agx/(2D-WO3) interface. Behaving like nano antennas, Ag
NPs receive excitation energy from electromagnetic radiation and
transfer it via the Agx/WO3 Schottky junction to the WO3 surface,
leading to collective oscillation of electron density26,27. These oscilla-
tions, known as LSPs, then lead to narrow regions of enhanced elec-
tromagnetic field strength27 and consequently improved sensor
responses. The LSPs enhanced field strength in Agx NP core there-
fore effectively extends to the shell surface, and the shell in fact
behaves as an extension of LSPs from the core, leading to the changed
E-field on the WO3 shell surface.

In case of Agx NP-WO3 mixture, both WO3 powder and Agx NPs
were preformed separately before being mixed together. On one
hand, their surfaces were saturated already by different chemical
species during their syntheses. On the other hand, there must be
contaminant remains in between the Agx and WO3 particles.
Therefore, the spacing between Agx NP and WO3 particles are too
large for effective junction formation and LSP propagation.
Consequently, there is no significant improvement in sensor per-
formance for the Agx NP-WO3 mixture.

It is also shown in Fig. 4 that within the group of Agx@(2D-WO3)
based sensors, when the Agx core diameter was reduced from 60 nm
to 25 nm, the smaller the Agx core diameter, the better the sensor
performance. The smallest Agx core with 25 nm diameter gives the
best overall performance, including highest sensor response, sharp-
est response and recovery time and lowest optimum sensor working
temperature. This trend is anticipated considering that the ioniza-
tion potential (IP) of Ag NP is expected to increase when it gets
smaller due to its gradually increased electron affinity (EA). In fact,
IP of Ag clusters or NPs has been studied in great detail28,29. The
detailed model calculations of electronic/geometric structure exist
for s1-electron metal cluster neutrals and ions in various size ranges.
These calculations are found to be accurate enough for interpreta-
tion of optical response measurements on Agx

30 as well as other
metals31. The IPs for clusters follow the equation (1) moderately
well30. Here WF is the crystalline metal work function; R the sphere
radius equivalent to the volume of an x-atom metal cluster29; a the
element specific extent of (cluster radius independent) electron
spillout.

WF~IP{ 1=2ð Þe2
�

Rzað Þ ð1Þ

Figure 5 | Sensor response under illumination. (a), Sensor response of Ag(25nm)@(2D-WO3) CSNS at different wavelength of LED irradiation.

(b), Normalized sensor response for Ag(25nm)@(2D-WO3) CSNS, Agx-WO3 mixture and pure WO3 vs. light illumination intensity using a xenon arc light

source (150 W) attenuated using neutral density filters. Error bars were determined from fit uncertainty in the corresponding data analysis.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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As EA follows the same trend as IP, when Ag NPs get smaller, both
EA and IP increase and the smallest Ag NPs should have highest EA
and IP. Therefore in our case, smaller Ag NPs with higher EA
capture more electrons from the WO3 shell, leading to more positive
space charge region on the WO3 shell surface and broadened elec-
tron depletion layer, leading to higher sensor response.

Illumination is another key factor for plasmonics. It is expected
that higher illumination intensity would result in stronger LSP, lead-
ing to better sensor response. However, in order for illumination to
take effect, there has to be an effective electron transfer channel
between the Agx core and the WO3 shell structure.

For sensors based on pure WO3 and the simple Agx-WO3 mixture,
even though their responses do increase with illumination intensity,
the increased magnitudes are very limited. When light intensity
increases from darkness to 87 mW/cm2, response of the pure WO3

sensor increases by only ,40%, and the one with simple Agx-WO3

mixture by ,60%. The sensor made of Ag(25nm)@(2D-WO3) CSNS
shows a much greater increase. When measured at 87 mW/cm2,
response boosts by ,308% comparing to its measurement in dark-
ness, revealing that there is an intimate junction between the Agx core
and the 2D-WO3 shell. As for the sensor irradiated under different
wavelength of LEDs, when irradiated at 405 nm, the sensor response
increases by 188% (from 217 to 408). When illuminated at 530 nm
and 680 nm, responses increase by only ,10%.

It is well known that Ag nanoparticles can support surface plas-
mons. As the resonance wavelength for the Ag(25nm) is measured at
,404 nm (see Supplementary Fig. S2 online), it is expected that the
sensor response would be increased significantly at 405 nm. As the
sensor response does not change much at other wavelengths, it is
clear that the sensor enhancement is due to the surface plasmonic
effect.

For semiconductor oxide sensors, it has been a well-known phe-
nomenon that sensor response increases under light illumination32,33,
as it is observed for the pure WO3 case. However, the increase
observed for the Ag(25nm)@(2D-WO3) CSNS sensor is dramatic,
suggesting that the increase is caused by the LSP effect of the Ag
NP core and the enhanced E-field is effectively propagated to the 2D-
WO3 shell.

To further prove the above interpretation, we conducted a Raman
study to see if Ag NP can indeed effectively enhance Raman signal of
the WO3 shell and surface adsorbed alcohol vapor molecules.
Figure 6 shows Raman spectra of pure WO3, Agx-WO3 mixture
and Agx@(2D-WO3). It is clear that each has four well-resolved
peaks at 272, 326, 717 and 807 cm21. Peaks centered at 717 and
807 cm21 are attributed to W-O-W stretching vibration mode, and
two lower peaks at 272 and 326 cm21 are induced by W-O-W bend-
ing mode vibration [(O-W-O)]34. Comparing to pure WO3, Agx-
WO3 mixture shows slightly enhanced Raman intensity by only
,35%. However, Agx@(2D-WO3) CSNS shows Raman intensity
enhanced by as much as 20 times, consistent with what observed
from the sensor performance and further proving that LSP is a major
factor for the enhanced sensor response.

In conclusion, we developed a new class of CSNS material in which
2D-WO3 was used as the shell component. We designed and fabri-
cated a LSP enhanced chemical sensor based on Agx@(2D-WO3)
CSNS. It is far more effective than sensors made of simple mixture
of Ag NP and WO3 powder. It shows that the unique combination of
the Ag core and the 2D layered structure of WO3 shell results in
effective LSP generation and propagation, leading to much enhanced
sensor performance. It is expected that more combinations of differ-
ent metal core and 2D-semiconductor shell will lead to new LSP
enhanced nano-devices.

Methods
Fabrication of Agx@(2D-WO3) CSNS. Size-controlled Ag NPs were synthesized
using a well-developed method19. We have tested Ag NPs with diameter ranging from
,25 nm to ,60 nm, referenced by formula Ag(diameter) as Ag(25nm) and Ag(60nm).

UV-Visible absorbance spectrum (see Supplementary Fig. S2 online) shows a distinct
peak with center position red-shifted as Ag diameter increases. More specifically, the
peaks are centered at 404 to 412, 425, and 433 nm for Ag(25nm), Ag(35nm), Ag(45nm) and
Ag(60nm), respectively35. Supplementary Fig. S6 online plots the UV-Visible peak
position as a function of the Ag NP diameter. Using the ‘‘Haiss equation36’’ and the
measured lspr, the calculated diameter values agree well with measurements. As
illustrated in Supplementary Fig. S1a online, the Agx@WO3 CSNS was fabricated as
follows: 0.5 g Na2WO4?2H2O was first dissolved in 10 ml ultrapure water to prepare
Na2WO4 solution. Under constant ultrasonication, 50 ml preformed Ag colloid NPs
were added into the Na2WO4 solution. Note that unless specifically notified, Ag
colloid concentration was adjusted to keep final atomic ratio at W/Ag 5 30.
Subsequently, 5 ml 5 M nitric acid was added in drop by drop under vigorous
agitation. The brown suspension was turned into yellow color as H2WO4 coated onto
the Ag NPs, forming Agx@H2WO4 precipitate. The mixture was then transferred into
a Teflon-lined autoclave, maintained at 180uC for 24 hours. Upon cooling to room
temperature, a fine yellow powder product was collected by centrifugal separation;
washed using ultrapure water; dried and finally heat treated at 500uC for 2 hours. For
comparison, nano Agx-WO3 mixture was prepared by simply adding preformed WO3

powder into Ag NP colloid, separating, cleaning, and drying using similar procedures.

Characterization. XRD Crystal structure was characterized using a DX-2700 X-ray
diffractometer (XRD) using Cu Karadiation (l 5 0.15418 nm). The dimension and
morphology of the Ag NPs were characterized using a Nova Nano SEM 450 operated
at 1 kV. An UV-Vis spectroscopy (Lambda-950 spectrometer, Perkin Elmer, USA)
was used to measure the absorbance spectra of Ag NPs. Elemental analysis was
performed on an AXIS ULTRA X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) instrument
using monochromatic Al Ka X-ray source. TEM and SAED were taken using a JEM-
2100 TEM. Raman spectroscopy study was conducted on an ALMEGA Dispersive
Raman spectrometer with an Ar1 laser excitation at 514 nm. Gas sensing tests were
performed using a WS-30A gas sensitivity instrument (Wei Sheng Electronics Co.
Ltd., China) with a test chamber of 30 L (315 mm 3 315 mm 3 350 mm) in volume.
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